
NECK SUPPORT

Skelex neck support helps users reducing the fatigue on neck 
and shoulder muscle and preventing the neck from injury due to 
overextension, especially for the users who are working overhead 
in the long term. It is an ergonomic design that provides a flexible 
supporting force at a big range of motion of the cervical spine.  With 
the strap system,  It also can correct poor posture during working. 
It is strongly recommended to use together with the Skelex 360 
for improving productivity while reducing strain and fatigue of your 
upper limbs.



Range of 
Motion with 
neck support
The illustration is about the 
available head extension range 
when working with the neck 
support. The flexible frame 
provides a free support to your 
head in 360。 . For the bigger 
range extension movement, 
i t  has  a  res istance which 
requires a force to balance it. 
In this case, the neck support 
can prevent your cervical spine 
from overbending.

0。- 30。 Free movement range 
without any of resistance
30。- 45。 Balance movement range
requires certain force to reach

45。- 55。Rigid movement range 
requires a lot of force to reach

Application

Recommended 
Usage

1 Suspenders 
Attach the suspenders to the 
front of your trousers.
Tighten up the straps, make 
sure the neck support is 
placed on your neck naturally 
instead of pushing your neck 
to forward.

2 Chest belt 
Tie the belt just below your 
chest, attaching the two straps 
of  the  belt  with  the neck 
support strap buckles. 
Make sure the belt is tightened 
enough and it will not slide up 
when you bend your neck to 
backward.

The Skelex neck support is 
recommended to  be used 
while workers are either at 
sitting or standing postures. It 
will not perform at all if users 
are lying down with their head 
flexion. 
The neck support is strongly 
recommended to use together 
with the Skelex 360TMwhich 
reduces fatigue arising on 
the upper limbs, in order to 
maximize the performance of 
both products. 

Adjust the back strap to fasten 
the belt when the front straps 
reach to the limit.

Slide the front straps to right 
or left for adjusting the strap 
position.  
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Neck support frame

Soft pad(replaceable)

Suspenders system

Chest belt
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	 Technical	Specifications
Head support force Max 5kg

Total Weight 150g

Adjustability

40-100kg

75-120cm

Neck width

Neck length

Body weight

Chest circumference

The Skelex neck support is a one-size-fits-all product, but there is a 
recommended	range	of	body	size	which	can	fit	the	neck	support	well	and	can	
make sure the neck support playing a great performance on it. 
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